Introduction
The electrocardiogram (ECG) records the electrical activity of the heart，which is a noninvasively recording produced by an electrocardiographic device and collected by skin electrodes placed at designated locations on the body. The ECG signal is characterized by six peaks and valleys, which are traditionally labeled P, Q, R, S, T, and U, shown in figure 1.
Fig. 1. ECG signal
It has been used extensively for detection of heart disease. ECG is non-stationary bioelectrical signal including valuable clinical information, but frequently the valuable clinical information is corrupted by various kinds of noise. The main sources of noise are: power-line interference from 50-60 Hz pickup and harmonics from the power mains; baseline wanders caused by variable contact between the electrode and the skin and respiration; muscle contraction form electromyogram (EMG) mixed with the ECG signals; electromagnetic interference from other electronic devices and noise coupled from other electronic devices, usually at high frequencies. The noise degrades the accuracy and precision of an analysis. Obtaining true ECG signal from noisy observations can be formulated as the problem of signal estimation or signal denoising. So denoising is the method of estimating the unknown signal from available noisy data. Generally, excellent
Empirical mode decomposition
EMD has recently been proposed by N.E.Huang in 1998 which is developed as a data-driven tool for nonlinear and non-stationary signal processing. EMD can decompose signal into a series of IMFs subjected to the following two conditions: 1. In the whole dataset, the number of extrema and the number of zero-crossing must either be equal or differ at most by one. 2. At any time, the mean value of the envelope of the local maxima and the envelope of the local minima must be zero. Figure. 2 shows a classical IMF. The IMFs represent the oscillatory modes embedded in signal. Each IMF actually is a zero mean monocomponent AM-FM signal with the following form: 
The signal is composed of sine wave and impulse functions, shown as figure3.It is decomposed into a series of IMFs by EMD, illustrated as figure 4. The decomposition is polluted by mode mixing, which indicates that oscillations of different time scales coexist in a given IMF, or that oscillations with the same time scale have been assigned to different IMFs. 
Ensemble empirical mode decomposition
Ensemble EMD (EEMD) was introduced to remove the mode-mixing effect. The EEMD overcomes largely the mode mixing problem of the original EMD by adding white noise into the targeted signal repeatedly and provides physically unique decompositions when it is applied to data with mixed and intermittent scales. The EEMD decomposing process can be separated into following steps: 1. Add a white noise series () wt to the targeted data () xt , the noise must be zero mean and 
Wavelet shrinkage method
We consider the following model of a discrete noisy signal:
The vector x represents noisy signal and  is an unknown original clean signal. z is independent identity distribution Gaussian white noise with mean zero and unit variance . For simplicity, we assume intensity of noise is one. The step of wavelet shrinkage is defined as follows: 1. Apply discrete wavelet transform to observed noisy signal. 2. Estimate noise and threshold value, thresholding the wavelet coefficients of observed signal. 3. Apply the inverse discrete wavelet transform to reconstruct the signal. The wavelet shrinkage method relies on the basic idea that the energy of signal will often be concentrated in a few coefficients in wavelet domain while the energy of noise is spread among all coefficients in wavelet domain. Therefore, the nonlinear shrinkage function in wavelet domain will tend to keep a few larger coefficients over threshold value that represent signal, while noise coefficients down threshold value will tend to reduce to zero. In the wavelet shrinkage, how to select the threshold function and how to select the threshold value are most crucial. Donoho introduced two kinds of thresholding functions: hard threshold function and soft threshold function. Hard threshold function (8) results in larger variance and can be unstable because of discontinuous function. Soft threshold function (9) results in unnecessary bias due to shrinkage the large coefficients to zero. We build the generalized threshold function:
 is threshold value.
When m is even number:
When m is odd number:
When m=1, it is soft threshold function; when m=  , it is hard threshold function. When m=2 it is Non-Negative Garrote threshold function. We show slope signal as an example, Figure. 6 graphically shows generalized threshold functions for different m. It can be clearly seen that when the coefficient is small, the smaller m is, the closer the generalized function is to the soft threshold function; when the coefficient is big, the bigger m is, the closer the generalized function is to the hard threshold function. As 1 m  , generalized threshold function achieves a compromise between hard and soft threshold function. With careful selection of m, we can achieve better denoising performance. 
Bias:
Variance:
2 l Risk:
Where threshold function When m is 1, 2,  , they are the mean, bias, variance and risk of the risk of soft, Non-Negative Garrote, hard threshold functions, respectively. Soft threshold function provides smoother results in comparison with the hard threshold function; however, the hard threshold function provides better edge preservation in comparison with the soft threshold function. The hard threshold function is discontinuous and this leads to the oscillation of denoised signal. Soft threshold function tends to have bigger bias because of shrinkage, whereas hard threshold function tends to have bigger variance because of discontinuity. Non-Negative Garrote threshold function is the trade-off between the hard and soft threshold function. Firstly it is continuous; secondly the shrinkage amplitude is smaller than the soft threshold function.
Adaptive threshold values based on EEMD
Threshold value is a parameter that controls the bias and vriance tradeoff of the risk. If it is too small, the estimators tend to overfit the data, then result is close to the input and the estimate bias is reduced but the variance is increased. If the threshold value is too large, a lot of wavelet coefficients are set zero and the estimators tend to underfit the data; the estimate variance is reduced but the bias is increased. The optimal threshold value is the best compromise between variance and bias and it should minimize the risk of the results as compared with noise-free data. 
This can also be defined as: 
In the decomposing of a given fGn, EMD is worked as a dyadic filter. Restricting to the band-pass IMFs, self-similarity would mean that
Given the self-similar relation (6) for PSDs for band-pass IMFs we can deduce how the variance should evolve as a function of k: 
For white noise, 
2 n  is the noise energy that can be achieved by the first IMF variance, which can be achieved by (23).
The adaptive threshold value of each IMF can be identified as:
2ln , 2,3,4...
N is the length of signal. Given these results, a possible strategy for de-noising a signal (with a known H) is generalized as follows: 1. Decompose the noisy signal into IMFs with EEMD. 2. Assuming that the first IMF captures most of the noise, estimate the noise level in the noisy signal by computing k V from (28). 3. Discarding the first IMF, for other IMFs, calculate the adaptive threshold value k T from (29); shrink the coefficients using the Non-Negative Garrote threshold function. 4. Reconstruct the signal by the shrunken IMFs, obtain the denoised signal. 
Results and discussions
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, Test signal and Clinic noisy ECG signals are processed.
Test signal
We choose time shifted sine signal which shapes similarly to ECG to test above method; Gaussian White Noise is added as noise, which is zero mean and standard deviation change with the SNR.
10 log(var( ) / var( )) SNR signal noise  , var means standard deviation. The SNR of noisy test signals are 5. Figure8 shows the original clean signal; figure9 shows the noisy signal; figure10 shows the denoised signal by the above algorithm, the SNR of which achieve 14. Furthermore, the original characteristic waveform is preserved. figure 18 . From visual inspection, the ECG signal is much cleaner after being denoised; the original characteristic waveform, especially the sharp Q, R, and S peaks is preserved, without distorting the P and T waves.The results indicate that the method we have proposed significantly reduces noise and well preserves the characteristics of ECG signal. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the adaptive noise removal scheme based EEMD is studied for ECG signal. EEMD reduces the mode mixing existing in EMD. Better filtering performance for EEMD is achieved. The adaptive threshold values guarantee the better estimation of noise. We have demonstrated that the algorithm is useful for removing noise from clinic ECG signal. It not only decreases the signal noise, but also the ECG waveform is better conserved. Application of EEMD with adaptive threshold value also has potential for other biomedical signals or other fields.
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